RESOURCES SPOTLIGHT

**ELA**- Join our NEW GaDOE K-12 ELA Exceptional Learners Virtual Learning Community to engage and learn with our Virtual Learning Specialist and the ELA team! Also, don’t forget sign up for our Science of Reading Professional Learning series.

**Mathematics**- When providing interventions for support, it is essential for the interventions to align where students are to where the success criterion says they should be. We have 2 resources that support teachers in implementing viable, evidence-based interventions, Georgia Early Numeracy Project and Georgia Secondary Numeracy Project.

**Science**- Need help supporting students with the science and engineering practices and the cross cutting concepts. Check out the documents linked here for ideas to support the SEPs and CCCs.

**Social Studies**- Have you seen our US History and World Study student video dictionaries? These are short, classroom appropriate videos designed to support students' content knowledge. Many of the videos can be previewed and used in other grades and courses.

CONTENT INTEGRATION Q&A LIVE SESSIONS
Bring your questions and join the Content Integration Specialists for a quarterly Q&A session. See the dates below.

- **May 5, 2022, from 11:00-11:30**
- **July 21, 2022 from 11:00-11:30**

Click the link to register.

Have you joined?
GaDOE Community is a new online platform providing a place to network, collaborate, and learn. Join today using this [link](#).